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Metire ut certo scire 
Measure to know for certain 

Norway-Shaded Posthorn llre Issues, Types 

INTRODUCTION 

Norwegian Catalog Nos. 22-31 

By Carl H. Werenskiold (H-10) 

The stamps in these issues come in 6 or 12 engraving types, many of which 
are decidedly difficult to determine, and it may safely be said that very few 
albums show all of these types correctly. The types have been known for 
about half a century and have been illustrated repeatedly in the literature1 

both in half-tone and line, and usually enlarged. 
The cliches for these stampE wer e produced via matricing in lead, as de

scribed elsewhere.2 The type>: are characterized by small differences in the 
form and position of the small numerals and adjacent periods, which were en
graved by hand on the wveral second original dies employed. 

The engraved parts characterizing the types in the stamps have more or 
less soft outlines, which cannot adequately be reproduced in printing. It is 
therefore very difficult, in many cases, to correlate mentally the types as they 
appear in the illustrations with the somewhat different softer appearance of 
the stamps. The differences between the types are also frequently very small 
and difficult to grasp. Descriptions based on comparison of one type with 
another, such as one being larger than the other, are often of little help to the 
collector having only one stamp or so of the particular issue. What is needed 
in such cases is a statement as to the exact size and/ or other characteristics 
of each of thes\.! types, independent of each other. Accordingly, it is the pur
pose of this series of articles to analyse the types to bring out their differences, 
using new and improved methods of approach. Once the collector is enabled 
to establish a master set of type~ in the form of stamps in each issue, further 
work to determine the types of other stamps of the issue becomes much easier. 

It was found that the illustrations in the Handbook! are very nearly 3 
times stamp size. Various kinds of measurement on pertinent parts of the 
illustrations were made, in terms of tenths of a millimeter, which I shall call 
decimillimeters ( dmrn). These measurements were then reduced io one-third 
and incorporated, for each issU·3, in a first-approach table, which was used for 
determining types of stamps for a master type collection. The measurements 
were partly linear ones, and partly alinement s. Improved f inal tables of the 
useful measurements, as they were found on the actual stamps in each issue, 
were then set up, to the extent required, as standard references for further 
use. 

Since the differences between types are frequently very small, it is abso
lutely necessary for the type determining philatelist to be proficient in accurate 
measurements as described in detail elsewher e.s The method is not difficult, 
but does require serious study and adequate 1uactice. The method uses simple 
and inexpensive tools. They consist of a 20 cm long quality ruler divided into 
half-millimeters (obtainable at art stores), a 5x eye-loupe preferably fastened 
to an old eye-glass frame, and a home-made alinement tool consisting of a 5x5 
cm piece of 0.5 mm thick clear plastic, into which you scratch a very thin and 
accurately straight line about 25 mm long, using a metal ruler and a sharp 
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knife-point. Fill the scratch with India ink and provide a small handle on the 
other (top) :.;!de of the tool. The use of an eye-loL1pe frees both hands, very 
hnportant, enabling :::me to make more rapid and accurate measurements. Do 
not use a hand lens or a mounted magnifier, both are impractical for good 
measurement work. The stamp being · examined should lie on a large pad to 
prevent the ruler from catching and dragging against the working desk. The 
i·uler should be held in both hands and tilted away by ,placing the thumbs part
ly below the near edge, so as to permit rapid and smooth zeroing-in on the 
stamp detail without jerky binding by the paper s urface. 

There are rnveral varieties or styles of measurement, which I have de
.scribed in detail elsewhere.~ In brief, they are: 
"A"-from center of one detail to center of another. 
"B"-from one left edge to another left cdg·~. or from one right edge to an

other right edge. 
"C"-overall of two details, or between them, i.e. from one left edge to a 

right edge, or vice versa. 
"D"-from an edge of one detail to the center of another. 

Varieties "A" and "B" are relatively independent of variations in the ink
ing (heavy or light) of stamps, and give substantially constant measurement 
results for stamps •1f one and the same engraving type. Variety "C" (th~ 
one customarily ~,ncountered in the literatuYe) is affected by variations in 
inking and therefore does not always give quite the same results in several 
stamps of the same type. Variety "D" is also affected by variations in inking, 
but to a lesser degree than "C." 

The various tests available for use in distinguishing and determining 
types in this series of articles have been given convenient designations as ex
plained in the following: 

Tests AB involve the position of the period after POSHRIM, expressing the 
po·sition in numerical form. A is the distance horizontally from the center line 
of the right leg in M to the center of the period. Measured directly (Fig. 1) 
as an ' 'A" style measurement (do not confuse with test A), it is difficult to 
obtain necessary accuracy, so I use a more practical equivalent method, whic:i1 
consists in zeroing in on the center of the period with a convenient ruler line, 
say the 10 cm line, and reading off leftwise to both sides of the M-leg (Fig. 
2). The average of these readings is equivalent to the "A" style (=center 
to center) measurement for test A. Alternatively, one may make two "B" 
style measurements, one between the left sides of M and the period, the other 
between the right sides of same, and average the two readings to produce the 
equivalent "A" style figure. 

Fig. 1. Measurement of A. Fig. 2. Measurement of A. 
(Example) 

As an example of a "difficult" case (Fig. 2), zero in on the center of the 
period, then read off leftwise tc the two sides of the M-leg. Estimating our 
best to approximate hundredths of a millimeter (using the loupe, of course), 
we find that the space on the :-ight side of the leg is less than a fifth of a 
ruler space (0.1 mm), so we call t he right side reading 0.55 mm. The left side 
of the M-!eg has passed the midway point to the next ruler line ( = O. 75 mm 
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from the 1Jeriod), but not quite to the three-fifths point (0.80 mm), so we call 
the left side reading 0.78 mm. Average of 55 and 78: Difference is 23, of 
which half is about 12. 55+ 12 = 67, that is an "A" style reading of 0.67 mm 
or a little less than 7 dmm, so we record it as 7 (see below). 

B is the distance vertically between the .:enter of t he period anc.i the lower 
straight inner frame-line, corrected by subtracting the distance between this 
frame-line P.nd the foot of the M-leg, figured at a standard 8 dmm (Fig. 3). 
The final, corrected B-reading is thus the distance from the center of the 
period to an imaginary horizontal line (X-axis) from the foot of: the M-leg 
(Fig. 3). In this way we avoid B-readings in two figures, so th!!t the com
bined AB readings can be expressed by an economical notation in two figures 
only, e.g. 73, which is read seven-three, not seventy-three. It is desirable, of 
course, to express the position as concisely as possible, without unnecessary 
baggage (commas, etc.), since the working Norway philatelist will, in time, 
be recording thousands of: these period positions. 

Fig. 3. Measurement of B (Example) 

An example of a B-reading is shown in Fig. 3. Place the zeroing line (<say 
the 10 cm line ) to the left of the center' of the period. Read the vertical dis
tance t o the imaginary center-line (not side) of the straight inner frame-line, 
say 1.1 mm, to get 11- 8 = 3, the corrected B-reading. 

In some cases of type determination, we need all the accuracy obtainable. 
Reading w1thoL1t loupe to the nearest quarter-millimeter or so, as in the custo
mary procedures, is ordinarily not only ineffective, but actually a waste of 
time. Where diffcrence3 between types are uncomfortably small , we must 
measure as at.:curatcl~' as possible, frequently closer than to the nearest dmm, 
i.e. into an estnnation of mm with 2 decimals, or dmm with one decimal. I 
have found it practical and conducive to rapid work and recording to write all 
readings in one figure only and to denote the substance of the decimal by a 

dash or two above the figure, say 7 and 7 for 7.3 and 7.5 dmm respectively, 
and a dash below a figure for a slight deficiency, say 7 for 6.7. We thus divide 
each dmm into 4 sm::ilkr parts, which I shall refer to as "points." Due to a 
number of circumstances, stamps of the same type may show minor differences 
in the recorded measurement figures, and an allowance in interpretations of 

h point or so must O.:'.casionally be made. A reading of 7 ( = 7.5 dmm) is thus 
cnly a point away from 8 (=7.7). If our readings had been made less accur
ately as, say, 7 in a table- aYJd 8 on a stamp, we should be in doubt as to wheth
er we are dealing with the same type. 

The AB-measurements are frequently about the same for several types in 
an issue. Recourse must then be had to other tests to clinch the type deter
mi1nation. Tables will therefore be presented in these articles, listing the data 
for such other suitable tests as may be required for type determination in 
each issue. 

Test C involves the distance from the left side of the period to the left 
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side vf the nearest low part of the small numeral (Fig. 4). 

~ic~ 
Fig. 4. Tests C and D (Examples). 

Test D inv:>lves the distance from high up on the left side of the M-leg 
horizontally to the left side of the nearest low part of the small numeral (Fig. 
4). 

Ttst :E involves the t ota l height of the small numeral (Fig. 5) . 

Fig. 5. Tests E, F, G and H (Examples) 

Test F involves the distance from the lower side of the upper curve (or 
flag) to the lower edge of the small numeral (Fig. 5) in the general direction 
of the numeral. 

Test G involves t.he total width of the small numeral (Fig. 5). 
Test H involves the size of the opening in the left part of the numeral 

(Fig. 5). 
Ter,t I involves the length of a flag (as in 5) or foot-stroke (as in 2). 
Test .J involves the width of two figures meas'Jred at distant left sides 

(Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. Test J (Example) 

Test K involves the distance from the top of a small numeral to the ad
jacent edge of the oval band (Fig. 7). 

~ y 
Fig. 7. Te&ts K and L (Examples) 
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Test L inv::,lves the distance from the lower edge of a small numeral to 
the adjacent edge of the oval band (Fig. 7). 

The relaHon betwee1~ the K and L figures discloses whether the location 
of the numeral is high, normal or low in the oval band. 

The alinements, using alinement tool and loupe, are of two kinds, M and 
N. 

Test M, the "notch test." The line of the alinement tool is run from the 
first notch from the tip of the right lower wing (wing 5) up to the right edge 
of the upper le.rt wheel. The line must be directed toward the light source so 
as to show no sideways shadow when lifted £l ightly from the stamp. The end 
of the line should point very accurately to the notch without actually covering 
it. The line .viii then usually cut the small numeral in some manner charac
teristic of a type (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 8. "Notch test" M 
(Example) 

0 

\ 
Fig. 9. "Numeral alinernent test" ill 

(Exaggerated example) 

Test N, the "numeral nlinement test" (Fig. 9) . The line is laid through 
the small numeral in some suitable manner specified for each issue, centrally 
wh£mever possible rather than along an edge. E xamples of this are provided 
by the small numerals 1 in the 1 and 10 ore stamps, where the line is laid up
wardly through the middle of the numeral with the same amount of white 
showing on both sides of the Hne. This must be done very accurately, since 
the extrapolation upward is considerable. The det ail cut by the line in the 
upper part of the stamp is then recorded. 

Alinements M and N are modifications, believed improvements, of a test 
described long ago by H. J. Schou.4 

Tests A through N are "finger,prints," so to speak, which singly or in 
combination help to identify a stamp type. 
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1 0RE - Norw. Cat. #22 

There are 6 types in this issue. When the standard AB-measurements for 
the period position were made, it was found that the B-measurements varied 
very little, so they need not be made in work with this issue. The A-measure
ments were about 6 for types 1 and 6, a little below 7 for type 2, and about 
8 for types 3, 4 and 5. We can therefore divide the stamps into two groups 
based on A-weasurements, as follows: 

Group A6-7: Types 1, 2 and 6. 
Group A8 : Ty,pes 3, 4 and 5. 

Fig. 10. Test M 

Group A6-7 

Fig. 11. Test N 

The line in the "notch test" M (Figs. 8 and 10) runs throu gh the middle 
of the left foot serif of small numeral 1 in types 2 and 6, and a little cloeer to 
the stem of the numeral in type 1. These tests corroborate the A6-7 g roup, 
but are not good enough to separate the types. Type 2 can readily be sorted 
out, however , by its numeral leaning more to the right, whereby the angle at 
right between the stem and the foot serif becomes distinctly less than 90°. 
This leaves types 1 and 6 to be distinguished, which is done by careful meas
surement of the height of the numeral (test E), which is about 16 dmm in 
type 1 and slightly less, about 15 dmm in type 6. 

"Numeral alinement test" N (Figs. 9 and 11) also helps in disting·ui shin~ 
the types. The line is laid carefully along th ~ middl e of the stem of the small 
numeral. The :ine cuts the upper left wheel a little to the right of the huo 
tn type 1, at the right edge of the wheel in type 6, and well to the right of the 
rwheel in type 2. 

Group AS 

In the "notch test" M (Figs. 8 and 10), the line cuts along th e left side 
of the stem of the small numeral in type 4, and at the left end of the foot 
serif in types 3 and 5. Height of small numeral is about 16 in type 3, and 15 
(or Jess) in type 5. 

In 'numeral alincment test'' N (Figs. 9 and 11) , the line cuts a trifle left 
of the hub of ~he wheel in type 3, at the right edge of the wheel in type ), 
and well to the right of the wheel in type 4. 
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3 0 RE - Norw. Cat. # 23 

The rather pale appearance of these yellow orange st amps makes it quite 
difficult to study their details by ordinary light. A desk lamp with a dark 
blue (or green ) bulb" should b·~ used, whereby the yellow orange of the stamps 
becomes much da rker a nd more distinct to the eye, so as to facilitate measure
ments a nd other t esting . 

The methods for conducting the type identif ication tests summarized in 
the following table have been fu lly described and illustrated in the INTRO
DUCTION. 

Ty1>e ido.r1t if ica tior'\ t e<>t s on 3 f!Jre stamps 

Te s t T ype s 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 . ~ - - - 63 63 64 G3 6J AB P4riod position 5~ 63 6 3 62 64 63 73 

c Fiiriod to 3 14 If 14 13 15 13 11 IS 12 13 13 14 

F Pa r! h eiqht IS 13 11 16 JS 14 15 I ~ I~ 14- 15 IS 

G Width 1T Ii II II 10 10 10 fl II 10 II 1i 

H Opening 3 4 ~ 5 1 4 4 "' 1 3 6 ~ 4 

-4 4 4 4 ~ 
= 

K Above 3 4 ~ 5 4 4 2 4 

L Below 3 .3 § 4 3 1 4 3 § 1 3 3 3 

Position of 3 Low Hi'!h Nor010I Low Low Mon.ell Low tlorioal Normal Low Low Low 

M Upper ball 10 7 7 10 G 7 7 3 II 10 B 5 

M Lower ball 6 5 5 s I 7 5 0 II 7 7 6 

All n~easuremcnts are in rlrnm as expla ined in t he INTRODUCTION. 
The following- brief notations will serve as r eminders and aid".' r egarding 

the natur e of t he test s employed here : 
AB- Period position. 
C--Left side of per iod to left 'lide of small 3. 
F-Part heigh~ of 3, down from lower side of upper curve. 
G--Width of lower part of 3. 
H-Opening in 3. 
K- Dista nce above 3 in the oval band. 
L- Distance below 3 in the oval band. 
M- " N"otch test." Linc wts both upper a nd lower ball of 3, except in t ype 9, 

where it pas1>es s lightly t o the right of the balls. F or r ecord purposes, 
each ball is cons ider ed divided "horizontally" into 10 parts, with zero at 
left edge of ball, and 10 at r ight edge of same. 

Type 10 is r eadily identified by its unusual shape, note particularly t est H. 
The small numer uls in the other t ypes ar e fairly alike, except for small var
iations in posit ions, sfac and t ilt. In order t o distinguish these types, it be
comes necessary to conduct the va rious test s, comparing the r esults with the 
da ta in the •.able. 

The "notch test" M is pa rticularly valuable in pinning down the "hori
zontal" variat ion in the placemen t of t he small 3, and the tilt ( if any) of 
the numeral. Low numbers signify placements more to the right than do the 
higher numbc t·s i tt the same line. The differ ence between the numbers in 
the two lines have some relation to the tilt ( if any) of the small numeral. 
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The positicn of the small 3, whether high, norn1al or low, is of consider
able value in deciding between similar types. 

Comparisons should, of course, always be made with the available illus· 
trations of the types.s 

5 jiJRE - Norw. Cat. #24 

The 5 ore shaded posthorn stamps, Norw. Cat. #24, were printed in three 
stages: 

#24 I, first printing period, in 1876, paper with vertical watermark Posthorn I 
a. Ultramarine 
b. Bright blue 

#24 II, second printing period, in 1877, paper with horizontal watermark. 
a. Ultramarine 
b. Dull blue 

#24 Ill, additional printing, in 1878, paper with horizontal watermark, many 
cliches reengraved. 
a Ultramarine 
b. Prussian blue 

The colors vary within wide limits , but are substantially as listed here 
in conformity with the Norwegian catalog. Ultramarine is a blue with a faint 
r eddish thit. The term Prussian blue, as it has customarily (but somewhat 
erroneously ) been used in this issue, refers to a blue with a somewhat harsh 
greenish tint. 

The collector's first step in dealing with these 5 ore stamps will obviously 
be a test for vertical or horizontal watermark. Usually, the watermark shows 
up readily irn benzine, or preferably petroleum ether. Occasionally, howevel.', 
the watermark is not vi.sible, and recourse must then be had to methods for 
determining the fiber direction (grain) of this machine-made paper, with the 
knowledge that the direction of the posthorn I watermark is always at a right 
:mg1e to the fiber direction of the paper. One such method consists in hold
ing the stamp, face down, almost horizontally under a lamp and examining 
the paper with a loupe, as described elsewhere. 7 Another test7 consists in al
lowing the stamp to fall gently, face up, onto the surface of water, so as t o 
wet only one side of the stamp. The stamp will usually curl in one direction 
or the other, and then sometimes uncurl (test applicable to used stamps only) . 
The direction remaining straight during the curl is the fiber direction of the 
stamp. (This test is valid only for a genuine watermark , such as posthorn I, 
but not for imitation watermarks, such as posthorn II, 111 and IV). 

It wil! be noted that only some of the s tamps of stage III have been rc
engraved, while the oth ~rs of that stage and all of stage II are in the normal 
state. The collector wi t.hout access to fu ll sheets for comparison will there
fore find it difficult to make an exact distinction between stages II and HI 
ia the case of nor n.•.al ultramarine stamps having horizontal watermark. 
Stamps of stag.! III are supposed t <.· be on thicker paper, but this is of doubt
ful help, 8ince the stamps of both II and III vary between 0.10 and 0.12 mm 
in thickness. At any rate, all Prussian blue and all re-engraved stamps be
long in stage III. The plate-flaws listed in the Handbook& are also of some 
help in distinguishing between certain .stamps of stages II and III. 
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Type ld-.itificaiio11 t~sb on 5 ~re 5lamps 

Test Types 

I z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

AB Period t>OSition 63 72. 62 62 72. 72 GZ 72 - 62 62 62 

c Perio.I to f) I~ 13 I~ 11 14 I~ 15 14 - 13 13 12 

D M to 5 17 18 18 18 18 2Q 19 19 18 I§ I~ 16 

F P .. rt hei9ht 13 13 13 12 13 11 13 13 13 13 13 13 

I Flag 8 § 8 8 8 9 8 7 8 8 8 8 

K Above ~ 6 6 6 5 ~ 5 4 ,'.1 ~ 5 5 4 
3 3 "' ~ .3 s 4-L .Se low 5 4 1 2 4 3 § 

·rosition of 5 Low Low Low Low llonwl C'l L!°j,1w Normal Norn1<1I Low Nom1al Normal ow 

M Notch test 8 a 5 G I I 2 3 5 5 5 10 

All measurements are in dmm as explained in the INTRODUCTION. 

The following brief notations will serve as reminders and aids regarding 
the nature of the tests empl0yed here: 

AB-Period position. 
C-Left side of period to left side of ball on small 5. 
D- Hig-h up on left side of right M-leg to left .side of ball on small 5. 
l<'-Part height of 5, down fron~ center of lower side of flag of 5. 
[-Length of flag on 5. 
K-Distance above 5 in oval band. 
L-Distance below 5 in oval band. 
IM--Noich test. Line cuts the ball of small 5. For record purposes, the ball 

is considered divided "horizontally" into 10 parts, with zero at left 
edge of ball, and 10 at right edge of same. 

There are a few more or less constant and helpful secondary type char
acteristics, as follows: 

Type 1-Upper left corner of the outer frame-line is usually rounded. 
Type 2--Period usually present, but occasionally missing. (See also ty.pe 9 l. 
Type 5-Usually a thin diagonal line of color in the angle above the curve 

of the small 5. 
Type 6-0ften & small dot of color on the inner frame left of upper left 

wheel, and a weak line between the lines at top of the wheel. 
Type 9-Period always missing. (See also type 2). 
Ty[le l I-Usually color .spots between upper right wheel and upper inner 

frame-line a1td similarly below lower right wheel. 
Type 12-0ften a rather pronounced color spot below lower rig ht wheel. 

Since some of these secondary characteristics are not entirely dependable, 
the tests outlined in the table should always be made for more positive veri
fication of type. ThP position of the small 5, whether normal 01· low, is of 
considerable value ii: deciding between similar types.Comparisons should, of 
course, always be made with the available illustrations of types.~ 

It should be noted that stamps of both stages I and II show white linrn 
below, and at right above, the posthorn, as part of the normal design. The 
rE:engraving in stage III, on the other hand, is much more severe, usually 
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invoiving the other ccmtours of the shaded field, under the crown, and up into 
the bell of the horn. 

Stamps of Norw. Cat. #35 are very similar to those of #24. The 100 
engraving types of #35 ar8 usually quite different, however, in that the small 
5 is without a ball and is otherwise usually badly drawn. The large 5 in #35 
is from a plug different from t hat of #24. There is a small variation in tilt 
of the large 5 in both issues dne to slight rotation of the plug during the pro
duction of lead matrices from the original combination steel die. ln #24, the 
downstroke of 5 usually shows a slight tilt toward the rig·ht, the line of the 
•alinement tool passing upwardly a little to the left of R in NORGE, but 
occasionally touching that letter. In #35, the corresponding line is usually 
more nearly vertical, passing midway between 0 and R, but occasionally 
almost touching thcac letters. The flag of the large 5 is also different in 
length, measuring 2.0 mm in #24 and 1.9 min in #35. For further details 
in #35, consult the literature.9 

10 0RE - Norw. Cat. #25 

The 10 ¢re shaded posthorn stamps, Xorw. Cat. #:'.5, were printed in 
three stages: 
#25I, first printing period, in 1876, paper with vertical watermark Posthorn I. 
# 25II, second printing period, in 1876, paper with horiw ntal watermark Post-

horn I. 
#25III, additional printing, in 1877, paper with horizontal watermark Posthorn 

I, reengraved cliches. 

The color of the stamps varies considerably in shades of carmine and rose. 

The collector's first step in dealing with t hese 10 ¢r e stamps will obviously 
be a test for vertical or horizontal watermark, as in the case of the 5 ¢re 
stamps. When occasionally the watermark is difficult to see, recourse must 
be had to the indirect determination by testing for fiber direction as ex
plained in the above section on 5 ore. The normal stamps of #25I and II have 
a more or less clear white engraving line below the posthorn an:.! above th~ 
right part of same. To qualify for #25III the engraving must be considerably 
•more extensive, usually above the shaded field, under the crown, and in the 
posthor·n, particularly up under the bell, etc. 

The engraving types may be separa•ed into two broad groups based on 
the off-hand appearance of the small 10: 
Group X: The small zero is narrow and/or short (see illustrations in Norw. 

cat.). 
Types 1, 2, 3, 4, 10. 

Group Y: The small zero is wide;: and rounder than in the types of Group X. 
Types 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12. 

The small figures have, h owever, been engraved with such skill that it is 
somewhat difficult to distinguish posit ively some of the types within each 
group. Two additional tests, 0 and P, are therefore introduced here to aid in 
the separation of types. 
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fS 

M 
Fig. 12 . Test 0 Fig. 13. Test P 

Test 0 involves the distance, at its narrowest, between left contour of right 
.part of the small zero and the left contour of 0 (Fig. 12.). 

Test P involves the intersection of the upwardly prolonged center line of 
the small figure 1 with the lower part of the third vertical shading line right 
of M, or with the third or fourth space adjoining that line (Fig. 13). 

Tvpt idc.ntification es s on 10 %re t s amps 

Te.st Txpes 
I 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 fl 12. 

AB Period t>osition ~2 52 52 ~2 63 ~3 G2 @2 63 51 G2 52. 
c Period to I 9 10 Ii IQ 11 fl II 10 16 12 l I IT 

f Pt:u·t htight O 12 ti 12 12 I~ 13 13 I'! 13 12 13 I~ 
G Part widlh 0 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 8 7 8 9 

J Part wldlh 10 14 I'! 13 14 I~ 16 14 I~ 15 I~ 15 15 

M Notch test 9 7 8 9 0 7 6 9 5 '° 6 6 

N Aline111ent I NS NG N5 N5 N3 N3 NS NS NI N6 N5 NS 
= 0 0 to- 0 12 12 12 12 10 10 10 II 10 Ii IQ 10 

p Alineme1d I 35 3L 3LR 3L 3LR 3L .3LR 3L 3LR 45 .3LR 3LR 

All measurements arc in dmm as explained before. 

The following brief notations will serve as reminders and aids regarding 
the tests employed here: 

AB-Period position. 
C-Left side of period to left side of foot of small figure 1. 
F-Part height of small zero, down from lower side of the upper part, to thil 

lowest contour of the zero. 
G-Modified to part width, between the left contours of the left and right 

parts of the zero. 
J-Lefi contour of figure 1 to left contour of right part of zero. 
M~Notch test. Space between right side of I and left side of 0 divided into 

10 parts from left to right, for the record. 
N-Numerical 1 alinement test. Diagonal line of N in NORGE is divided into 

10 parts from upper to lower corners, for the record. 
0-Left contours zero to 0 as in Fig. 12. 
P-Center line of small 1 intersecting into shaded field as in Fig. 13. The 
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following symbols have been recorded in the table for test P: 
Symbol Explanation Occurs in types 
BL To lower end of third line right of M. 2, 4, ·6, S 
3LR Slightly to the right of lower end of third line. 3,5, 7, 9, 11, 12 
SS About centrally into lower part of third space lleft of the line). 1 
4S About centrally into lower part of fourth space (right of the line ) . 10 

'!'here are a few more or Jes& constant and helpful secondary type charac
teristics, as follows: 
Type 8-Usually a more or less distinct about 1 mm long rounded dent on 

outside of outer frame, below middle of wing 5. 
Type 9-The white engraving Hne under the horn is broken by color in several 

places, particularly by a color spot mer g ing into the shading lin':l 
above the right leg of M. A similar smaller color spot is frequently 
seen in types 5 and 7, and occasionally in other types, but in those 
cases the engraving line is broken only at the color apot. The period 
in t ype 9 is usually very small and is occasionally covered by color 
(so-called "variant" no period). 

The general procedure for determining types in these 10 ¢re stamps will 
first involve watermarking and then a preliminary sorting of the stamps 
available into groups X and Y as described above. The appearance of the 
small 10 will then usually suggest one or several likely types for consideration 
within each group. In group X the small zero thus appears taller and f latter 
in type 2 than in types 1, 3 and 4, and type 10 can be spotted immediately ;)y 
the very high period. In group Y type 6 has the widest zero, 7 and 8 the 
narrowest. Type 8 has a fairly reliable dent in t he lower frameline. Ty:pe 9 
has the pronounced color spot (but check for 5 and 7), and in type 11 the small 
figure 1 extends too far down (more so than on certain other types). When 
a tentative choice of likely type3 has been made, the more prumising tests 
shown in the table are then made for final positive identifications. 

The slant of the small figure 1 is important in pr eventing errors. As 
soon as a reasonable number of types have been identified ·positively for one's 
master type collection, it is well to put later stamps on top of the typed 
stamps in such a way as to line up the direction of the small figures 1. if 
after careful alinement of the figures 1 the bottom frames of the stamps are 
not parallel, the stamps cannot be of the same type. This test is a valuable 
corroboration in connection with test P and the more difficul t (less reliable} 
test N. Comparisons should, of course, always be made with t he available 
illustrations of the types.lo 

It will be realized that these 10 ¢re stamps are, -0n occasion, quite difficult . 
to type. The serious collector, who is not satisfied with guesswork, must there
fore be willing to do the necessary careful testing for positive type identifi
cations. 

Norw. Cat. #361, 10 ¢r e shaded posthorn, has a differently shaped up
stroke on the large 1 iJ, figure 10 (see Norw. cat.) and is therefore easy to 
distinguish from #25. 
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12 0RE - Norw. Cat. #26 

The 12 µre shaded posthorn s tamps, Norw. Cat. # '2J6, were printed on papn 
with vertical watermark Posthorn I. The color of the stamps is a yellow 
green in a moderate range of shades. There a r e 6 engraving types, which 
can be distinguished readily by visual comparison of the stamps with the 
available illustrationsll in conjunction with the control tests summarized in 
the following table. 

Type. iae.11tification tests ori 12 sre .stamps 

Test Type~ 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
-= -. ~3 52. ~1 AB Pe.rioQ position 52. 62 ~3 

~ 3 = H Opening 1 4 3 4 
9 

c 
11 I Foot of 2 10 10 11 10 

M Notch t~st 7 2. 5 5 6 5 
p Aline.ment I 3L 45 45 3L 45 45 

All measurements are in dmm as described before. 
The following notations will serve as reminders and aids as to the nature 

of the tests employed here: 
AB- Period position. 
H- Opening in 2. 
I-Length of foot of 2. 
M- Notch test. The space between 1 and upper part of 2, at its narrowest, 

is divided into 10 par ts from left to right, for estimating positions 
of the alinemer.t line. 

P- Center line of small 1, extended upwards, intersecting into shaded field 
as in Fig. 13. 

The illustrations of type ·1 usually show a too short small figure 1 due 
t.o a printing accident. 

The following secondary type characteristics arc more or less constant : 
Type 1-A slight rounding of the lower right corner. 
Type 2- A break in inner frameline outside the middle of wing 3 (see 

Norw. Cat. for wing numbering). 

20 0RE - Norw. Cat. #27 

The 20 !'ire shaded posthorn stamps, Norw. Cat. # 27, wer e printed •m 
paper with vertical watermark Pos thorn I. The color of the stamps is brown 
in a moderate range of shades from r ed brown to orange brown. There arH 
1'2 engaving types, some of which are rather difficult to distinguish by in
spection alone. Very careful AB measurements for period positions on these 
stamps should first be made, and the position of the small zero, whether nor
mal, low or slightly low in the oval band, should then be estimated, so th::i.t 
a preliminary sorting of the stamps into likely types can be done. The fol
lowing more or !es::; constant type characteristics and other observations will 
be helpful in this 5orting operation: 
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T~'pe 3-The foot of the small figure 2 extends toward the right some-
what beyond the notch in the adjacent wing. 

Type 4-Close period, top of 2 is broad. 
Type 5- Tiny break in inner frameline below lower right wheel. 
Type 7- Close period, almost rectangular zero. 
Type 8- Large, low period. 
Type !.l- The zero leans more strongly to the left than in the other types. 
Type 12- Frequently a small color spot between second and third lines 

below large colorless part in the bell of the horn. 
The other tests summar;zed in the following table sho uld then be made for 

final type determinations. 

T "d t• I: t ype 1 enti fica ion e.s s on 20 .2Jre. s omp5 

Test ~ype.s 
I 2 .3 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 II 12 

AB Period position 52 53 53 42 52 52 42 ~2 5~ 53 52 5~ 

c Period to 2 7 7-8 8 8 9 § 8 ~ 8 § ~ 8 
K Above 0 G G 5 5 5 5 5 G 5 5 5 5 
L Below 0 5 5 9 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 ~ 

Position 0 
SI. .SI. SI. 51 . 

Low Low Nor1114I Nonu I Normal Normal Low Low Low Nor""' I Low Low 

N Alinement 2 
Sec. 

Fig.14 

Ali measurements are in dnun as before. 

The following notations will serve as reminders and aids as to the nature 
of the tests employed here: 

AB-Period position. 
C-Left side of period to left side of lower part of 2. 
K-Above the zero in oval band. 
L- Below the zero in .)val band. 
Position of 0 - Whether normal or low in the oval band. 
N- Alinement upward of the center-line of the straight or nearly straight 

part (lower half) of the downstroke of small figure 2, to posi
tions shown in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 14. Test N 

Compa1·iso11s should, u.f c.:ourse, al ways be made with available type illm'\ .. 
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t r ations.12 Attention should be given, in th ese comparisons, t o the general 
slant of the small figures, which var ies from type to type, and t o the width 
and shape of the upper part of the 2, which sometimes has a character istic 
curl. The illustra tions for type 2 usually show a more blunt lower left poim 
and thus a shorter fo otstr oke, th:m in the stamps of that type. 

25 0 RE - Norw. Cat. #28 

The color of this stamp, usualiy referred to as dull violet or lil ac, is almos t 
certainly due to the fir st aniline dye, Perkin's mauve,13 discovered in 18~6. 
This dye, like other early aniline dyes, fades badly on exposure to light. Th:~ 
25 or e stamps a r e ther efore us ually found in a more or less faded condition 
with poor color con t r ast in the design. Unfortunately, I know of n o common
ly available color filter or lamp suitable for increasing the contrast to per 
mit more convenient examination of these stamps for t yping. 

In my initial study of this stamp, I found that the early liter ature14 un
for t unately differed, in r egar d to the numbering and description of the types, 
from the present Norwegian catalog and Hanclbook.15 According to the Hand
book, however , an imperforate proof sheet (except top left 4-block ) with 
known distribut ion -0f the original types exists in the Postmuseum in Osln. 
At my r equest, the P ostmuseurn generously consented to have the sheet 
photographed, and the work was performed at Emil Moestue A/S wit h rc
anarkable succei;s, notwithstanding the pale color and -0therwise poor condi
tion o:f the proof sheet. Study of the photographic print has verified that 
the sequence of the 6 types in the present Norwegian catalog and the Hanr'
book15 is essentially correct. It was also possible to develop, from the pr in.r, 
t he necessary measurements for the purpose of dist inguishing the types. 

-r- ·a t · f af on te~t~ o 2.5 -re st '{,, .. 1 en ' 1c I n -mp.s 

Test Type.s 

' 2 3 4 5 6 

52 52 == m: 

AB ~iod po~ition 5~ 53 52 62 

9 - = - 7 c P• riod to 2 8 7 9 8 
= = 

F(2) Porthe~t 2 13 l3 14 12. 12 13 

F(5) - .. 
Part hei'lht 5 14 !~ 15 I~ l ~ 13 

G(S) Part width 5 8 ~ 9 8 8 7 
J Part wWith 25 14 l5 15 1.3 14 15 -
The followin g brief n otations will serve as reminders and aids r egar·ding 

the nature of the tests employed here: 
AB-Period position. 
C- Left :;;de of period t o left side of foot of small 2. 
F(2)-Part height of small 2, clown from lower side of top of 2 to middle I)~ 
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lower side of foot of same. 
F(5)--Pa1 t height of small 5, down from middle of lower side of flag to lowest 

contour of the numeral. 
G('5)Part width of small 5, from J£;ft side of ball to left contour of right curve, 

in the direction of the oval band. 
J-Left side of upper part of 2 to left side of upper part of 5. 

One should first measure F(E) to divide the stamps into two groups of 
types: 

F(5) = ab. 14-15=Gr oup X =Types 1, 3 and 5. 
F(5)=ab. 13=Group Y = Types 2, 4 and 6. 
In group X continue with C, F(Z) and G(5) to separate the types, and in 

group Y continue with AB and J. Finally verify the indicated types by the 
other measurement$ listed and by careful comparison with the type illustra
tions shown below, which have been derived from the photographic copy of 
the Postmuseum .proof sheet: 

•
'i"·· .. -~· ·' ' , . ,. 1.-. . 
~~~,· 
-~~/ 

- · •.. ·-- - _::J - 1 

4 5 6 

There is very little variation in the position of the period relative to M in 
the various typP.s. However, the period is about midway between M and 2 in 
type 6, and further from 2 in all other types. In types 3 and 5 the foot-stroke 
of the 2 usually points to below t he period. The upper part of the small 2 
varies in its form of curvature, degree of ball formation and approach to the 
stem of that numera l. The down~troke of the small 5 in type 4 has an awk
ward direction, so as to g ive the numer al a peculiar appearance. In type 5 
the lower end of the small 5 is in line with the str aight downstroke, while fa 
type 3 the lower end forms a ball distinctly left of the downstroke direction. 
·Small apparent variations from the forms illustrated wil l occasionally be en
couuteted due mostly to accidental variation in inking. 

I have not noted any dependable secondary (in other parts of design) 
characteristics of the various types. 

The Postmuseum pr.oof sheet is said to have been found many years ago 
by Dr. J . Anderssen during his review of the Norweg'ian Postal Department 
files, and presumably he then disrovered the 6 types, and their apparent dis·
tributed in this badly bleached sheet, as now tabulated in the Handbook. ::; 
Working with the much more contrasty photographic copy, I have verified th!a 
type distribution, with the exception of the following positions in the sheet: 

Position 4, type should be 3 
Positior. 32, type should be 2 
Position 59, type should be 3 
Position 65, type should be 4 
Position 68, type should be 4 
Position 100, type should be 4 
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35 0RE - Norw. Cat. #29 

The 35 S'lre shaded posthorn stamps, Norw. Cat. #29, were printed on 
paper with horizontal watermar·k, Posthorn I. The color of the stamps usually 
varies from blu:! green tc dark blue green, but a very small proportipn of the 
.staimps are of a i'ery :ight sea-green color. There are 6 engraving types 
somewhat difficult to distinguish by visual examination alone, but readily 
determined by the tests outlined in the following table: 

Type idenlification te5ts on 35 ¢re stamJ:>s 

Te.st Types 

l 2 3 4 5 6 
- 2 2 2 .B P.e.riod position 2. 3 2 

c Period to 3 6 7 7 7 7 8 

G 
';:; 

H Openii19 in 3 7 7 6 5 7 
0 5 to 0 I I 11 IQ 10 IQ 10 

Pos.3 Position of 3 Low Low Hi9h Low Low Low 

The following notations will ,,erve as reminders and aids as to the nature 
of the tests employed here: 
B- Pedod position, vertical measurement only (since A measurements show 

very little variation). 
C- Left side of period to left side of lower end of 3. 
H- -Opening between ends of 3. 
0-Left contour of curve in 5 to left contour of 0 at the shortest distance. 
Pos. 3-Position of 3, whether high or low in the oval band, as determined, if 

necessary, by K and L. measurement3. 
All measurements are in dmm as before. 
Make the 0 measurements first, to divide into two groups of types: 
O= about ll=Group X =Types 1 and 2, then separate by test C. 
O= about lO=Group Y =Types 3, 4, 5 and 6, then separate by: 

Type 3--3 is high 
Type 4-test B 
Type 5--test H 
Type 6-left over, and 3 is low. 

The following may d so be helpful in verifying types: 
Type 1-Shows a charaetcristic lump at upper left of 3. 
Type 2- Fairly r:ormal shape of 3, and long, rather straight flag on 5. 
Type 3- The 3 appear.s top-heavy. 
1ypes 4, 5, 6 and 1- Top part of 3 is smaller than lower part. 
Type fi- Middle point in 3 protrudes less than on the other types. 
Type 6- Upper part of 3 is much smaller than lower part, and the flag on ;_; 

is usually rather long. 

Comparison& should, of course, always be made with available type illus
trations,1 6 Certain (early) articles show the types m a different order.16 
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50 0RE - Norw. Cat. #30 

The 50 s;ire shaded posthorn stamps, Norw. Cat. # 30, were printed on 
paper with vertical watermark, Postho.rn I. The color of the stamps varies 
in shades of red-br-0wn. There arc 6 engraving types, most of them difficult to 
distinguish visually, but separable by the t ests outlined in the following table: 

Type identification tests on 50 jirn stamps 

Te-st Type.s 
I 2 3 4 5 G 

- - --AB Period posirion 23 52 22 G3 52 62 
-D M to 5 12 l I 12 II 12 12 

0 0 t'o 0 ·lO lO 10 10 9 10 

Po.s. 0 Posi ~ion of 0 Norrisal Norr11al Norrricd Nor1Y1cd Low Low 
All measur emen ts '.ire in dmm as before. 
The following notations will serve as r eminders and aids as to the nature 

of the test s empl oyed here : 
AB-Period position. 
D- From left side of r ight leg of M horizontally to left side of ball of 5. 
0-From left contour of the right part of O to left side of 0 at the shortest 

distance. 
Pos. fl- Position of 0 (zero), whether normal or low in the oval band, as 

det ermined, if necess>try, by K and L measurements. 
Fortunately. some of the types exhibit cer tain characteristics helpful in 

the type determinatfon work, a s follows : 
Type 1- 1 have discover ed an appar ently constant flaw, in other words a 

matrix fl a w, consisting of a tiny break in the inner frame in line 
with the U'Pper r ight ~poke of the lower right wheel. The small 5 
is poorly formed. 

Type 2- has a weak engraving line, matr ix flaw, up into the bell of the horn. 
I have also ;;een such an engraving line on a few type 6 stamps, and 
proper control t ests ar e therefore in order. 

Type 3-Thc -0uter frame is usually, but not always, dented in lower left 
corner. 

Type 6- The straight downstrcke in small 5 leans more strongly to the le.rt 
than in the other types. The downstroke is almost out of line with 
the ban of that numera l , mor e so than in type 4. 

Make the D measurements fi r st , to divide into two groups of types : 
D=about H - Group X-Types 2 and 4, then separate by AB and type 2, 

matrix flaw. 
D = aboui 12- Group Y- Types 1, S, 5 and 6, then :>eparate by: 

Type 1-matrix flaw. 
Type 3-mairix flaw (usually) 
Type 5-test 0 
Type 6-test 0, and zero is low. 

Comparis-0 ns should, of course, always be made with available type illus
trations.17 
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60 0RE - Norw. Cat. #31 

The 60 0r2 shaded posthorn stamp3, N;;i.rw. Cat. #31, were printed on 
paper with hori:oontal watermark, Poisthorn I. The color of the stamps us
ually varies from blue to dark blue, but a very small proportion of the stamp3 
are of a decidedly light blue color . There ar e 6 engraving types somewhat 
difficult to distinguish by visual exa.rrunation alone, but readily separated by 
the tests outlinec! in the following table: 

Type iderilification tests on GO ¢re stamps 

Te-!>t Type.s 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
- G.2 - -

G~ ~2 AB Puiod position 72 G2 63 

c P~r'iod to G 8 8 G § § 8 

F(6) Hei'3ht of G l2 14 13 14 13 13 

F(O) He.iqhi: of 0 12 I~ 12 12 12 l~ 

10 -0 Oto-0 10 10 IQ I l ' \ 
All measurements are in dmm as before. 

The following notations will serve a,s reminders and aids as to the naturn 
of the tests employed here: 

A 13-Period position. 
C- From left side of period to left side of small 6 at the shortest distance. 
F(6)- Part height of small 6, from the lower side of its upper curve to th2 

lowest contour of the numeral at the greatest distance. 
F(O) - Part height ·of small zero, down from lower side of the upper part, to 

the lowest contour of the zero. 
0 - From left contour of the right part of 0 to left side of 0 at the shortest 

distance. 

The print is usually very d ear , an<l ther e does not seem to be any '3econd
ary characteristits suitable for separation of the types. 

Make the 0 measurements first, to divide into two gr oups of ty9es: 
O= about IO- Group X- Type.s 1, 2, 3 and 4, then separate by: 

Type 1- test F(6) 
Type 3-test C 
Types 2 and 4-test F(O) 

O=about 11- Group Y- Types 5 and 6, then separate by AD. 

Comparisons should, of couro:e, always be made with available type illus
trations.i s 
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SELLING? 

Getting the best price for your Scandinavian collection means 

selling to a dealer who knows the value of your ~tamps. Being 

Scandinavian specialists, we pay proper value for specialized mater

ial. When we appraise a collection, there is no guessing at market 

value as our Scandinavian auctions are an intermitional market 

place for general and specialized Scandinavian stamps. 

The rapid growth and success of our auctions allows us to be 

very competitive as cash buyers. We are small enough to be in

terested in better single items, and large enough to professionally 

and financially handle large collections. We will travel for im

portant properties. 

sec DANAM STAMP COMPANY 
P. 0. Box 273 Springfield, Pa. 19064 


